OVERALL STUDENT BODY

1,350+
Students enrolled for Academic Year 2018-19

56% FEMALE  44% MALE

OVERALL STUDENT BODY

120+
NATIONALITIES

120+
LANGUAGES SPOKEN

APPLICATION CYCLE

over 12k applicants
466 offers of admission
389 students in the class of 2022
4% admit rate
83% yield rate

After the UAE, the next most represented countries in the Class of 2022 are:

UNITED STATES
SOUTH KOREA
EGYPT
INDIA
PAKISTAN
UNITED KINGDOM
JORDAN
CHINA
POLAND

DIFFERENT NATIONALITIES REPRESENTED
84

CLASS OF 2022 STANDARDIZED TESTING

SAT 1440
(median score out of 1600)

MIDDLE 50%
670-790
630-730

MATH
ENGLISH READING & WRITING

ACT 32
OUT OF 36-POINT SCALE
(median composite score)

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
39
OUT OF 42-POINT SCALE
(median predicted score)

64 LANGUAGES SPOKEN

91% speak two or more languages
42% speak three or more languages

LARGEST SINGLE NATIONALITY ON CAMPUS IS UAE
Nationals, with 74 in the Class of 2022

BY THE NUMBERS
ACADEMIC YEAR 18-19

UPDATED: OCTOBER 1, 2018

TESTING DATA ONLY REFLECTS STUDENTS WHO CHOSE TO SUBMIT THE SAT, ACT, OR IB TO FULFILL NYU’S TESTING REQUIREMENTS.